CHAPTER NINE

foaling and the number of Classic Progeny

THE GREATEST BROODMARES

produced. Three have already been discussed
under their maternal families in the previous

While the nineteenth century Foundation Era was
more about establishing sire line dominance, the
maternal families were also taking shape. No
maternal family rose to prominence during this time
and the tables of Classic Race winners indicates

chapter. We shall now turn our attention to the
remaining seven mares and their contribution to the
breed.
TABLE 9.1 FOUNDATION ERA BROODMARES

Family

Foals

U2

Beautiful Bells (1872)

15

U170

Miss Russell (1865)

13

U339

Waterwitch (1859)

11

U2

Minnehaha (1868)

10

Instead there were a number of outstanding

U4

Jessie Pepper (1861)

10

broodmares who contributed to the breed, with

U91

Primrose (1865)

9

many going on to establish enduring families while

U4

Estabella (1880)

8

others went the way of those sire lines whose

U10

Alma Mater (1872)

8

U201

Green Mountain Maid (1862)

8

U148

Lady Patriot (1850)

7

that it was not until the close of the New Century
Era that any significant maternal breeding trend was
established.

descendants could not compete. Like the sire lines,
however, many of these matrons left lasting
legacies well beyond their demise.

Beautiful Bells

What then makes an exceptional broodmare? It is
not just the ability to produce an outstanding
performer but to consistently produce offspring that
are superior to those of other matrons. Additional
factors to be considered are the quality of the sires
that are bred to her and the number of foals
produced. In addition the ability of her daughters to
breed on must be taken into account.
The remainder of this chapter will examine the
performance of the great broodmares from each of
the three eras. The same measures used to analyse
the rise and demise of sire lines will again be

Beautiful Bells became one of the greatest dams of

employed.The accompanying tables for each mare

early speed in the nineteenth century. Her eighteen

will list all of her Classic Progeny along with their

foals included ten Standard Performers, fifteen

time records.

Classic Progeny, six Classic Winners and eight

Foundation era
Table 9.1 lists the greatest of the Foundation Era
broodmares showing their maternal family, date of

registered sires. She also had to her credit three
yearling world record holders, a three year old
World Champion and three who joined the 2:20 list
as three year olds.

TABLE 9.2

BEAUTIFUL BELLS

By one the great broodmare sires of the Foundation
Era and from a blind thoroughbred mare, the
pedigree of the grey Miss Russell was described by
John Wallace as inferior. However, this counted for
little in the breeding barn as she became probably
the greatest broodmare of the nineteenth century.
Although a natural trotter, she was trialed at three
then sent to stud without racing. The first of her
eighteen foals was Nutwood, who became the
leading sire of Standard Performers for the
Foundation Era. This alone would have assured her
legacy but four years later she produced Maud S,
by Harold. Her eleven year reign as Queen of the
Track is recounted in the next chapter. As the list
shows, thirteen of her foals became Classic
Progeny.

Her siring sons included Saint Bel, leading sire of

TABLE 9.3

MISS RUSSELL

America in 1894, and Chimes, founder of the
modern pacing line through Hal Dale. Her branch of
the Minnehaha line still survives today with the
latest Classic Winner being the 2005 Delaware
Breeders Stakes two year old filly winner Staying
Power.

Miss Russell

Waterwitch
The third of the great Foundation Era broodmares
was also by Pilot Jr. from a largely thoroughbred
maternal dam. Table 9.4 shows her eleven Classic
Progeny with four of them being Standard
Performers. Four sons were registered stallions but
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contributed little to the breed while six daughters

Only one of these sires, Princeps, made any

bred on.

contribution to the breed and only one daughter,

However, the family failed to survive into the
Modern Era, except through daughters exported to
Australia and Europe from which thirty six Classic
Winners have resulted.

Primula, established a branch. The line from
Primrose did not survive into the Modern Era.
Unfortunately, the family of a mare described in
1896 as “unrivaled in the transmission of speed”
and “a valuable source of potency” went the way of

TABLE 9.4

WATERWITCH

the great sires that had briefly rivaled Hambletonian.
TABLE 9.5

Primrose

Primrose was the last foal of both her dam Black
Rose and her sire Abdallah 15, who fell victim to the
Civil War the same year that she was foaled.
Unraced, she went to stud at three and produced
twenty foals, nine being Classic Progeny. Seven
became registered sires.
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Alma Mater

Yet another great Foundation mare by Mambrino
Patchen from a thoroughbred mare, Alma Mater
was considered by her owner to be superior to his
other broodmare Jessie Pepper. And so it was at
the time. Alma Mater produced sixteen foals with
eight being Classic Progeny. As Table 9.6 shows,
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seven of these were Standard Performers and three

Here she produced seventeen foals of which nine

became significant sires.

became Standard Performers, the most by any

The careers of the full brothers Alcantara, who sired
fifty three Classic Progeny, and Alcyone, who sired
forty two before his premature death, have already

mare in the Foundation Era. Two trotted in 2:20 and
eight were Classic Progeny.
TABLE 9.7

GREEN MOUNTAIN MAID

been discussed. A third son in Allandorf sired ten
Classic Progeny.
Alma Mater produced eight Standard Performers by
five different sires, a feat unmatched by any other
broodmare of the Foundation Era. Unfortunately,
unlike Jessie Pepper, her massive tribe failed to
continue its success and her branch of the Jane
Hunt family was extinct early in the Modern Era.
TABLE 9.6

ALMA MATER

Her daughter Elaine was World Champion at three
while her first foal, Electioneer, became the leading
sire in America, the first stallion to foal one hundred
Classic Progeny, and the foundation sire of the
sports premium pacing sire line. Four of her
daughters created branches that survived into the
Modern Era but only ten further Classic Winners
have been produced, the most recent being twenty
years ago.

Green Mountain Maid

Lady Patriot

The dam of Lady Patriot was almost certainly of
Although a speedy natural trotter as a yearling,
spirited temperament and a training accident sent
her to the breeding barn unraced.
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thoroughbred origins but raced as both a galloper
and trotter. Lady Patriot herself was unraced, due to
injury, and bred to Hambletonian 10 at age three.
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Her first foal, Volunteer 55, was one of the great
sires of the Foundation Era and his career has

TABLE 9.9 NEW CENTURY BROODMARES

CP

!

CW

U17

Evensong (1925)

12

9

U6

Margaret Arion (1923)

15

6

U55

Iosolas Worthy (1924)

12

4

Lady Patriot produced thirteen live foals with seven

U8

Isotta (1917)

12

3

being Classic Progeny. At the time of her death it

U1

Miss Bertha Dillon (1914)

11

5

was written that she was “one of the most influential

U4

Roya McKinney (1911)

11

3

broodmares of the century with her influence likely

U3

Nervolo Belle (1906)

11

3

to last many generations”. This prophecy failed to

U9

Emily Ellen (1907)

11

3

U12

Justissima (1915)

9

5

U6

Margaret Parrish (1908)

8

4

U8

Margaret Spangler (1918)

8

4

already been covered in previous chapters along
with his full brother Sentinel.

eventuate. Her descendants managed only six
Classic Winners over the following one hundred and
forty years and her once famous family now
survives precariously.

At the close of the New Century Era just one
TABLE 9.8

LADY PATRIOT

hundred and fifty five standardbreds had made the
two minute list. Of the tens of thousands of
broodmares that contributed to the breed during this
fifty years, only thirteen managed to produce more
than one progeny that covered the mile in two
minutes. These thirteen are responsible for one
third of the two minute trotters and, along with their
daughters, account for more than half the list.
Fifteen of the first hundred two minute pacers can

While Sweepstakes (U719) did not make the list she

also be credited to these elite mares.

must be noted as the dam of Star Pointer, the first
two minute performer. Besides this achievement her

Evensong

gelded son Hal Pointer was a World Champion who,
along with his brother Elastic Pointer, was a leading
Grand Circuit performer.

New Century Era
The first criteria for selecting the greatest mares of
the New Century is the number of Classic Progeny
attributed to them, followed by the number of
Classic Winners and successful siring sons.
Production of two minute performers is the third
criteria for inclusion.
Although she has less Classic Progeny than
Margaret Arion, Evensong can claim nine Classic
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Winners and six progeny in two minutes. One of

on the two minute list, as well as two Hambletonian

these, Volo Song, won a Hambletonian and another,

winners. These two sons have sired ninety nine

Victory Song, was voted Harness Horse of the Year.

Classic Progeny between them.

TABLE 9.10

TABLE 9.11

EVENSONG

MARGARET ARION

Five sons went to stud and left over two hundred
Classic Progeny. Flying Song was exported to New
Zealand and became their Leading Sire of Trotters.
He left one hundred and twelve Classic Progeny.

Iosolas Worthy

The four daughters of Evensong provided a further
ten Classic Progeny.

Margaret Arion

MARGARET PARRISH WITH MARGARET ARION AT FOOT

Not only does Margaret Arion have the most Classic
Progeny, she is the only broodmare whose own
dam is also present on this exclusive list. Her fifteen

Although not a Classic Race winner, Iosolas Worthy
was a very good racehorse. Her twelve Classic
Progeny include four Classic Winners and three two
minute performers each by a different sire.

Classic Progeny include two colts and a daughter
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Five of her daughters have bred on to make her the

TABLE 9.13

ISOTTA

grand dam of another fourteen Classic Progeny.
Four of her sons have been successful at stud
producing one hundred and fifteen Classic
Descendants.
TABLE 9.12

IOSOLAS WORTHY

Miss Bertha Dillon

Isotta
A Hall of Fame Immortal, Isotta was another good
track performer that did not win a Classic Race. Her
dam was successful on the track while her grand
dam won a Kentucky Futurity.
At stud she produced twelve Classic Progeny with
all four of her colts being Classic Winners. Her eight
daughters bred on to leave another thirty Classic
Progeny including six colts. One of these was World
Champion Sampson Hanover, the fifth sire of
Somebeachsomewhere.

A World Champion race mare from a winning dam,
Miss Bertha Dillon began her broodmare career in a
blaze of glory when her Hambletonian winning
daughter Hanovers Bertha and a full sister both took
two minute records on the same day. The following
year she became only the second mare to have
three progeny on the two minute list, with all three
being fillies.
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TABLE 9.14

MISS BERTHA DILLON

TABLE 9.15

ROYA MCKINNEY

Her eleven Classic Progeny include five Classic
Winners and her daughters were prolific breeders,

Nervolo Belle

leaving her as grand dam of thirty nine Classic

The story of Nervolo Belle was told in the previous

Progeny mares and twelve colts.

chapter. What needs to be added here is that she is

Roya McKinney

the only one of the broodmares in this group that did
not race. In fact, none of the previous mares in her
maternal line had been to the track.
However, her eleven Classic Progeny included the
undefeated Volga E and Peter Volo. Each won the
Kentucky Futurity at both two and three, the only
time any broodmare has achieved this feat. Nervolo
Belle is the grand dam of sixteen broodmares and
six colts.
TABLE 9.16

NERVOLO BELLE

ROYA MCKINNEY WITH HIGHLAND SCOTT AT FOOT

Not only was she the equal third greatest producer
of Classic Progeny in the New Century Era but also
the first mare to have two and then three progeny
on the two minute list.
The career of Roya McKinney and her most famous
son, Scotland, have already been told. Her second
two minute son, Highland Scott, also succeeded at
stud. Her daughters bred on to make her grand dam
of sixteen Classic Progeny producing broodmares
and eight sires.
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Justissima

Margaret Parrish
While not as successful as her daughter Margaret
Arion, discussed above, Margaret Parrish does
warrant selection on the all time great broodmare
list for the New Century Era in her own right.
All four of her dams had been successful on the
track and Margaret Parrish performed well, despite
failing to win a Classic Race. In addition to her
famous daughter, her eight Classic Progeny
included Kentucky Futurity winner Arion Guy and
Hall of Fame Immortal Margaret Castleton , both of
whom took two minute records.

Dam of nine Classic Progeny and five Classic
Winners, the first of her two minute credits was the
pacer Calumet Adam, winner of the Kentucky
Futurity at two and later sire of twenty seven Classic
Progeny.

Arion Guy was successful at stud siring forty two
Classic Winners while Margaret Castleton had
eleven Classic Progeny with three in two minutes.
Margaret Parrish is the grand dam of nine sires and
twenty successful broodmares.

Trotting son Nibble Hanover, the second of her two
minute credits, also won a Kentucky Futurity among

TABLE 9.18

MARGARET PARRISH

his thirteen Classic Race victories. He went on to
sire one hundred and fifty seven Classic Progeny
including Little Brown Jug winner Knight Dream and
Hambletonian winning filly Miss Tilly.
TABLE 9.17

JUSTISSIMA

Margaret Spangler
In equal tenth position on Table 9.9, Margaret
Spangler was the first mare to have three pacers on
the two minute list. Her four sons, led by World
Champion Kings Counsel, won thirty seven Classic
Races and sired one hundred and thirty nine
Classic Progeny between them. Her four daughters
The three daughters of Justissima produced a
further ten broodmares and six siring sons,

made her grand dam of another fifteen Classic
Progeny producing mares and four sires. Her

including Titan Hanover, the first two minute two
year old.
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maternal family has one hundred and thirty nine

establish which of these has made the more

Classic Winners with three pacers in 1:50.

enduring contribution to the breed.
TABLE 9.20 MODERN ERA BROODMARES

Family Mare

Classic Progeny

U13

Tarport Cheer (1966)

15

U7

Romola Hanover (1957)

13

U2

Somolli (1970)

11

U26

Countess Vivian (1950)

9

U2

Prelude Lobell (1965)

9

U27

Adios Scarlet (1959)

8

U56

Lismore (1976)

8

U13

Three Mile Island (1985)

8

U1

Amour Angus (1987)

7

U20

Rich N Elegant (1990)

6

Countess Vivian
TABLE 9.19

MARGARET SPANGLER

What better broodmare to begin the analysis of
Modern Era broodmares with than Countess Vivian.
Firstly, her son Meadow Skipper has ensured her
presence in the pedigrees of so many of the top
performers of the Modern Era. Secondly, her nine
Classic Progeny and five Classic Winners also
included Countess Adios, who could easily have
become the only filly to win a Triple Crown but for
her ineligibility for the Little Brown Jug.

The Modern Era
These ten broodmares, listed in Table 9.20 as the
greatest of the Modern Era, have more in common
than simply large numbers of Classic Progeny. A
closer look at their progeny shows that they were
superior to most of their contemporaries in earnings,
speed records, Classic Race wins and their ability to
transmit ability through both sons and daughters.
Although they are listed in order of their total
number of Classic Progeny, the analysis of their
breeding careers will be carried out in chronological
order of their foaling dates. It is up to the reader to
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She had more success on the track than her
illustrious half sibling and has produced forty two
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Classic Winners among her descendants including

Hanover ($485,000) who won the Messenger and

two on the 1:50 list plus another on the millionaire

was also Pacer of the Year at three. The daughters

list. Four more daughters of Countess Vivian also

of Romola Hanover bred on to contribute a further

bred on to provide another eighty nine Classic

eighteen Classic Progeny for the Miss Duvall family.

Winners.
TABLE 9.22
TABLE 9.21

ROMOLA HANOVER

COUNTESS VIVIAN

Romola Hanover

Adios Scarlet
Four of the eight Classic Progeny of Adios Scarlet
earned more than three hundred thousand dollars.
This is quite an achievement given that her offspring
raced thirty years ago. Her son Nansemond
($448,436) defeated Albatross in the Little Brown
Foaled when the two minute mark was still regarded
as significant, Romola Hanover produced thirteen

Jug and five sons became sires.
TABLE 9.23

ADIOS SCARLET

Classic Progeny with six Classic Winners. Four
progeny earned in excess of two hundred thousand
dollars and eight made the two minute list.
The standouts were three full siblings by Dancer
Hanover. They were: Little Brown Jug winner
Romeo Hanover ($658,505) who took Pacer of the
Year honours at two, three and four years of age,
Romalie Hanover ($394,385) who won Filly Pacer of
the Year at both two and three, and Romulus
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The other leading earners were Isle of Wight

TABLE 9.25

TARPORT CHEER

($493,514) and Scarlet Skipper ($423,658). Her
daughters have bred on and have three 1:55
performers to their credit.

Prelude Lobell
With nine Classic Progeny to her credit, seven
daughters of Prelude Lobell added a further twenty.
Although competing twenty years ago, six of her
progeny earned more than two hundred thousand
dollars each while five had siring careers. Her
wealthiest were USA Four Year Old Mare of the
Year Pammy Lobell ($354,497) and Peter Lobell
($271,655).
TABLE 9.24

PRELUDE LOBELL

Somolli
Although she could claim immortality as the dam of
her World Champion and Hambletonian winning son
Speedy Somolli alone, Somolli was more than a one
trick pony. Her daughter Mae Jeans Crown was a
Classic Race winner and six others bred on to give
her a further six Classic Winners in America and
Europe.

Tarport Cheer
Tarport Cheer was dam of fifteen Classic Progeny

TABLE 9.26

SOMOLLI

and six Classic Winners with three having earnings
in excess of six hundred thousand dollars. These
included Tarport Hap, with eleven Classic Race
wins, and stallion Tyler B. Tarport Cheer has bred
on through eight of her daughters. Of these Laugh a
Day has two in 1:50.
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Lismore

Amour Angus

Lismore produced Albert Albert ($1,237,070), the

Perhaps the greatest trotting broodmare of the

fastest two year old of his year, and another three

Modern Era, Amour Angus produced seven Classic

offspring with more than four hundred thousand

Progeny. Three of them, the full brothers Andover

dollars each in earnings. In addition, four of her

Hall, Angus Hall and Conway Hall, each won over

daughters bred on to produce a further six Classic

eight hundred thousand dollars on the track then

Winners including Pacer of the Year, Lis Mara, with

established highly successful siring careers. A full

two million dollars in earnings and seventeen wins

sister in Emile Cas El was Canadian Harness Horse

in 1:50 or better.

of the Year, as a two year old, and has produced
three Classic Winners.

TABLE 9.27

LISMORE
TABLE 9.29

Three Mile Island

AMOUR ANGUS

Rich N Elegant

From the same maternal branch as Tarport Cheer,
Three Mile Island is the dam of eight Classic
Progeny. She also has three pacers in 1:50. In
addition, she has one millionaire and four others
with more than two hundred thousand dollars in
earnings.
TABLE 9.28

THREE MILE ISLAND

RICH N ELEGANT WITH FOAL

From the wonderful broodmare Golden Miss, dam
of Strike Out and grand dam of Riyadh, Rich N
Elegant has produced seven Classic Winners with
two millionaires, Rock N Roll Hanover ($2,754,038)
and Royalflush Hanover ($2,153,893). Another two
fall just short of that figure.
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She is considered by many to be the greatest living

The nineties saw Jefs Magic Trick not only

broodmare. Her ten progeny to race have earned

produce Horse of the Year, double millionaire, and

around six million dollars while five of her sons have

1:50 performer Cams Card Shark, but also another

succeeded as sires. She also has three pacers in

six Classic Progeny with three earning more than

the 1:50 list. Her pedigree is unique in that it

three hundred thousand dollars each. Pleasure Jet

contains no Meadow Skipper blood.

had five Classic Progeny, four of them Classic
Winners. Her daughters produced a millionaire and

TABLE 9.30

RICH N ELEGANT

another on the 1:50 list. Ariel Lobell had four
Classic Winners with earnings of over three
hundred thousand dollars each while her daughters
have added a further five Classic Winners.
Among the trotting broodmares of the nineties, BJs
Pleasure produced seven Classic Progeny with six
of them being Classic Winners, four of them earning
over a quarter of a million dollars each in stake

Other broodmare performers
There are a number of other broodmares that did
not quite match the performance of those above but
did have outstanding records.
In the eighties, Tiffy Time produced eight Classic
Winners with four earning in excess of two hundred
and fifty thousand dollars each while Suave
Almahurst produced six Classic Progeny and four
Classic Winners who all earned in excess of three
hundred thousand dollars. Best of the mares of this
decade was probably Albaquel, dam of three
Classic Winners and four progeny with earnings in
excess of a quarter of a million dollars each. In turn
her daughter, Hattie, produced five Classic Winners
with three in 1:50, with one a winner of two million
dollars

money. They included the millionaire American
Winner. Crown Starlet was almost as successful
with four Classic Winners, each earning more than
a quarter of a million dollars, plus another three
Classic Winners from her daughters.
Currently another five outstanding broodmares are
still productive and have joined this elite group.
Cathedra has four Classic Winners by different
sires plus two progeny in 1:50, another two in 1:51
and two millionaires. Town Sweetheart has eight
Classic Progeny with two in 1:50, five with earnings
over two hundred thousand dollars and a grandson
in 1:50. Im No Fool has seven Classic Progeny with
six of them earning more than two hundred
thousand dollars. Recently, Armbro Romance
became the first mare with a 1:50 record to produce

The trotting broodmare, Descent, had eight Classic

two offspring in the 1:50 list. And finally, Classic

Progeny with four Classic Winners earning over a

Wish has seven Classic Winners with two in 1:50,

million dollars between them. Canadian Broodmare

three millionaires, and two Little Brown Jug winning

of the Year, Victorious Tail produced five Classic

sons. A third was runner up in 2011.

Winners with each earning more than three hundred
thousand dollars.
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